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Think of a color. It’s something we interact with on a very personal and intellectual level, sometimes without 
even realizing it. Everything in our lives has color, and we as complex individuals will cast on it associations, 
emotions, thoughts and ideas. But despite this, it’s not necessarily something that has physicality – it’s 
normally a purely sensorial phenomenon. Color is oftentimes overlooked and unappreciated because it’s not 
something manifested – not something normally played with or handled. It’s been watered down to fit into 
molds of aestheticism. We are told not to experiment, not to touch – to keep this rank and file way of viewing 
and experiencing color. But when that wall is broken, we’re given something palpable, giving way to building 
a new kind of relationship with color and revisiting an aspect of playfulness that we’ve lost. At SOUP, we 
were given this opportunity to experience Michelle Lafrance’s Tangible Blue as the embodiment of this 
experimentation.  
 
Michelle, covered in head-to-toe shades of blue via a body suit and wig, bridged the gap between stagnant 
gallery viewing and actual experiential happening by activating the space through performance. Fixed in the 
corner was a kiddie pool full of shredded pieces of blue paper, mimicking the visual qualities of water. 
Michelle brought color, sensory play, and tangibility together when she went into the pool - flinging shreds 
into the air, covering herself in this color, and becoming immersed in the experience that allowed others to 
engage in and share this moment with her. It was a moment fueled by a renewed sense of letting go; a display 
of unhesitant vulnerability backed by child-like intuition. There was truth and credibility given to the piece 
through Michelle’s willingness to be free and open with her material, which allowed for her viewers to 
become more intimate and comfortable with the work. Blue was the focal point of this whole performance – 
the emotions, associations, and ways of interaction were redefined and repurposed, creating a physical and 



visceral experience rather than a synthetic experience based off pure aesthetics.   
 
Serving as the backdrops to the performance were, what felt like, living collections of color and textures. 
Lining the walls in SOUP, found canvases were transformed into animated assemblages that twisted and 
curled at the edges. This caused a deconstruction of the stereotypical objective of a canvas as simply being the 
material to put paint on. Instead, the canvas became the backbone of these energized beings, coming through 
the paint skins and giving a new dimensionality to the works. When looking into these canvases I felt 
transfixed, taken in by Michelle’s manipulation of the molded paint skin. Michelle talks of her work as playing 
with a back and forth of control and vulnerability, and these skins were her expressing this. I could see the 
carefully controlled way that she selected color palettes juxtaposed with her pouring method with the paint to 
create dynamic layers and variety of textures.  
 
At first glance Tangible Blue felt very overwhelming; a bright shock to the senses. But after watching her 
performance, I felt more embodied within the space. Michelle created an environment that celebrated color, 
playfulness, receptivity and above all experimentation, reminding all of us to stay open and to let ourselves be 
susceptible to the idea of playing with and appreciating color.  
 

 
Thank you Victoria. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
SOUP experimental 
 


